
Issues from S2 textbook practice paper

Normal approximation

Normal approximation to B(n,p) is N(np, np[1-p]), not N(np, np) - e.g. 
normal approx to B(50,0.2) is N(10,8)

Conclusion at the end of a hypothesis-testing problem (in every paper)

If the test rejects H0, you need something like:

"There is evidence to suggest that the average rate of sales per day has 
increased"

If the test does not reject H0, you need something like:

"Not enough evidence to conclude that the average rate of sales per day has 
increased".

The mark schemes say that getting the mark depends on including relevant 
words such as “rate/average number”, “sales” and “increased”.

Definitions and explanations (more rarely asked in recent papers)

Statistic

Mark schemes give "a function of the sample which contains no unknown 
quantities", "a function of the sample which contains no unknown population 
parameters", "a calculation based solely on observations from a given 
sample", "a calculation based only on known date from a sample".

Why to use sample rather than census

Mark schemes give something like "Saves time / cheaper / easier" or "census 
takes a long time or is expensive or difficult"

Sampling frame

Mark schemes give something like "List, register or database of all club 
members" or "Full membership list" or "a list of all members of the 

population" or "List of members" or "list of all the customers"

Sampling distribution

Something like: "probability distribution of a statistic"

Conditions when to use Poisson

Something like: Calls occur singly// Calls occur at a constant rate// Calls 
occur independently or randomly. 

Or: Each patient seen singly// Patient seen at constant rate of once per week// 
Each patient assumed independent of the next 

Conditions when to use binomial

Something like: Fixed number of independent trials// 2 outcomes// Probability
of success constant

All other definitions and explanations are at 
https://www.memrise.com/course/336931/a-level-maths-edexcel-s2/, which is 
a website set up to help you learn them by heart online

Practice

1. H0 is that a new method of teaching S2 makes no difference, and H1 that it
produces better results.

What conclusion do you write if H0 is accepted?

What conclusion do you write if H0 is rejected?

2. H0 is that the new CoLA website makes no difference, and H1 that it may 
decrease or increase the number of applications to the school.

What conclusion if H0 is accepted?

What conclusion if H0 is rejected?

3. What is the normal approximation for B(40, 0.3)?

4. What is the normal approximation for B(30, 0.4)?

5. What is a statistic?

6. Name two conditions for using a Poisson distribution


